a finite regular ring is unit regular. This was subsequently proven in part by Ehrlich [4] for a particular class of regular rings. An example of finite regular rings which are not unit regular was recently given by Bergman (1974) (see Handelman [8] ). In his paper [8] , Handelman showed that a regular ring R is unit regular if and only if, for any finitely generated projective right i?-modules A, B, and C, A0U=A©C implies B=C. He also characterized unit regular rings by perspectivity on the lattices of their principal right ideals. The purpose of this paper, however, is to characterize finite regular rings and to compare their properties with unit regular rings. Some of the results of the theory of generalized inverses [1] are used to show that in a regular ring, the properties of finiteness and unit-regularity each correspond to a suitable cancellation law for principal ideals. These cancellation laws are closely related to the substitution property of Fuchs [5] , and the cancellation law of Ehrlich [4] . We shall use a result by Vidav [15] to show that if the matrix ring R nxn is unit regular then so is ring R. Let us begin by defining our concepts and by stating some useful general results. A ring R is called regular if for all a e R, there is a solution a~ e R to the equation am = a. The element a~ is called as inner or 1-inverse of a [1] . Similarly, any solution to axa = α, xax -x is called a reflexive or 1 -2 inverse of a, and will be denoted by a + . For example, a~aaĩ s always such a solution. An element a e R is said to have a group inverse a*eR if it is a group member, i.e., a belongs to some multiplicative group of R. Necessary and sufficient conditions for α* to exist are that a 2 R = aR, Ra 2 = Ra, or axa = α, xax = x, ax = xa, for some x e R [10] . A regular ring R with unity is called unit regular 74 ROBERT E. HARTWIG AND JIANG LUH [3] if every aeR has a unit inner inverse a~eR.
R is called von Neumann or Dedekind finite, finite for short, if it contains a unity 1 and ab -1 => δα = 1. It is easily seen that unit-regular rings are finite. An idempotent e 2 ~ ee R is said to be finite if eRe is finite. The ring of n x n matrices over R will be denoted by R nxn , while R n denotes the free module of n x 1 columns over R. Isomorphisms will be denoted by =, similarity by p&, and internal and external direct sums by + and 0 respectively. As usual, the right and left annihilator of a will be denoted by a 0 = {x e R; ax = 0} and °a = {x eR; xa = 0} respectively, while the Jacobson radical is given bŷ (R). Throughout this paper all rings are assumed to have unity 1. For two idempotents e, f eR, e ~ f means that e = pp, f = pp for some p e eRf and p e fRe, while e <| / denotes the well-known [14] ordering for compatible idempotents defined by e = ef = fe, or equivalently by eRe £ fRf.
We shall make continued use of the following facts which hold for idempotents e and / in any ring R with unity [14] . (ii) β**/«=>e~ / and 1 -β~ 1 -/.
(iii) eR = fR==>e^f.
(iv) β -p/g, #>, Q' invertible => e ^ /.
In addition we shall use the result that LEMMA The dual result for left modules is obvious. Lastly, we note that in any ring R,
Indeed, if ax = b and a = by, then the mapping ra 1-> rα# is a desired isomorphism. Let us now turn to some useful results concerning finite rings.
2* Finite rings* THEOREM 1. Let R be a ring with unity 1 and suppose that e and f are arbitrary idempotents in R. The following are equivalent.
Proof, (i) ==> (ii). Let ei2 £ /J? and e~f. Then e -fe and β = pp, / = pp for some p 6 eRf, p e fRe.
Consider now x = Then icy = 1 and hence, since R is finite, y = x~\ But now fy = fp + f-fe-f + fef = fp-e + efe feRf + eR = βi2/ + βJ? £ βiί. Thus / 6 eRy' 1 = ei2 and so /jβ = eiί. We may again replace e ~ f by either eiϋ = fR or i2e = (ii) => (iv). Let e ~ 1 and ei? C R. By (ii), eJ? = R, which implies 76 ROBERT E. HARTWIG AND JIANG LUH that 1 = ex for some x, or e -ex = 1.
(iv) =* (i). Let αδ -1 and set e = ba = e 2 . Then e ~ 1, because e = pp, 1 = pp where p = b and p -a. In fact, p 6 eRl = δαi? as p = δαδ = δ and p e Ii2β = ϋ?δα as j? = αδα = a. Hence by (iii) e -1 and so ba = 1 as desired. Part (iii) follows by left-right symmetry. REMARKS 1. The last part should be compared with the result of Vidav [15] , and Fuchs [5] , which states that a regular ring is unit regular if and only if e ~ / =* e & f.
2. The second part is best possible in that neither e nor / may fail to be idempotent. Indeed, if R is finite then aR = R =*> aR -R, as seen from the example of the ring of integers with a = 2. On the other hand, a ring R with the property that aR = R=> aR = R must be finite, yet need not be regular as seen from the following counterexample. EXAMPLE 1. Let R, = I ^ |Π, where R = R is the real field.
Then clearly R x is not regular since L QO c\\θ 0 I 0 0 " now thatΓj ^R^R,.
We claim thatΓj Proof. If eaeebe = e then clearly eR = eaeR. Conversely, if eR -eaeR, then for some xeR f eaex = e -(eae)exe. Since eRe is finite, it follows that e = exe(eae) implying that eae is a unit in eRe.
We remark that this also follows from the fact that the maximal subgroup H e containing e is the group of units in eRe and that H e = {x e R; xR = eR, Rx = Re}. Finiteness shows that eaeR = eR <==> Re = Reae.
We next obtain as a corollary the result by Kaplansky [14] p. 11, which says that an idempotent e finite if it is not equivalent to a smaller idempotent. Proof. Since e = ef = fe, eRf = f(eRf) Q fRf. Now eRf and fRf are isomorphic as right /^/-modules, since the map erft-*perf, with e = pp, f = pp,pe eRf = e(fRf)f, p e fRe = f(fRf)e, is an example of such an isomorphism. Hence by Theorem 1, eRf = /β/, which ensures that / = exf for some α? or e = β/ = / as desired.
We remark that if R is a unit regular ring then eRe = R^> eRe = i?, as seen from the example where R = Uΐ^Rt, R t = Z)(a division ring) and β - (0, Proof. =>: Suppose we denote R/^(R) by R and the elements from R by α, 6 etc. Let ab = ϊ. Then 1 -abe ^f{R), implying that 1 -(1 -ab)l = ab is & unit. That is abc = 1 = cab for some c. Since R is finite it follows that bca -1 and so (bc)a = 1. Hence α has left and right inverses and thus is a unit with (α)"" 1 = 6.
<= : Conversely, suppose 5 is finite and that ab = 1. Then α6 = ϊ=>6α = ϊ=>l -6αe ^(lϋ). And so 1 -(1 -ba)l = δα is a unit in ϋ? implying that δαc = 1 = c&α for some ceR. Hence a has left and right inverses and thus is a unit with inverse b = α"
1 . This result should be contrasted with the fact that R/^f{R) may be unit regular without R being regular (cf. [5] , Lemma). Indeed, if R is any nonsemisimple Artinian ring, then R cannot be regular while R/^(R) is semisimple Artinian and hence unit regular.
Finiteness is closely related to the existence of group and Drazin inverses of the elements in R [2] , [10] . We recall that the left (right) index l{a)(r(a)) of aeR is the smallest value of p(q) for which a p+1 R = a p R(Ra q+1 -Ra q ), and that if both are finite, they have to be equal, [2] . This common value is called the index i(a) of a. A ring is called strongly τr-regular if every a in R possesses a Drazin inverse. Now a has a group inverse a* in R exactly when i(a) = 0 or 1 that is exactly when a 2 R = aR and Ra 2 = Ra or when axa -α, xax = x and ax -xa for some xe R. The following is a generalization of the concept of finiteness.
We say that a ring R satisfies property (&, I) Proof. This follows immediately from the fact that if ab = 1 then i(a) = r(α) = l(a) = 0.
It is unknown if the converse is true in general, but we shall see shortly that this is the case for subrings of finite regular rings. Presently we do have the following result dealing with the ring [ 
Since R has property (1, 1) This, however, is exactly the consistency condition needed for M to have (ii) Clearly aa~R = aa^R, Ra~~a = ,Bα = α and a 0 -
. If i2S(A) and CS(A) denote the row-space and column space of a matrix A respectively [1] , then we have: COROLLARY 
For rectangular matrixes over a regular ring R, RS(A) ~ RS(B) <=* CS(A) = CS(B) .
For future reference we add the following. PROPOSITION 
In a regular ring R,
Proof. First we lecall that abR = aR => °(ab) = °a. Now let a? 6 °δ Π -Rα, that is xb = 0 and x -ya for some ^/ 6 i2. Thus if αδjR = αi?, then 0 = #6 = ^/αδ => 0 = ya = α?. If we now write °δ D i?α =°δ
. It is obvious that the latter implies abR = αiϋ. Symmetry now yields the second result. Proof. Since aR = a 2 R, there exists a; e R, such that α ~ a 2 x and so αi2* = cfR*. Now E* is finite regular and thus by (3.3) #*α = R*a 2 Proof. Let ere be an arbitrary element in eRe and u=(ere + l -e)b e a unit. Since (1 -e)u(l -e) -1 -β, ereu(l -e) = 0, (1 -e)uere = 0, eu(l -e) = u(l -e) -(1 -e) and (1 -e)ue = (1 -e)(u -1), we have
ere(e(u -u(l -e)u)e)ere = ere and e(u -u(l -e)u)e eu~ιe -e = eu~xe*e(u -u(l -e)u)e.
Related to the corner ring is the following well-known result which generalizes a result of [15] . PROPOSITION 
Let M be a right unital A-modules where A is a ring with unity 1, and let R = End^ (M). If e 2 -eeR and E = Έnά A (eM) then eRe ~ E.
It should be observed here with aid of Corollary 4, that if u is a unit in a regular ring R and e -e 2 e R, then eue is a unit in eRe exactly when (1 -e) u~\l -e) is a unit in (1 -e)R(l -e). Indeed, from (3.2) we see that eueR = eR <===> ueR + (1 -e)R = R <=> eR + u~\l -e)R = R (8 ' 5) <=> (1 -e) vr\l -e)R = (1 -β)J2 . 4* Cancellation laws* We begin by defining four strong cancellation laws for internal direct sums of principal right ideals. Let R be a ring with unity and let α, b, c, de R. We define, There are two common ways of weakening these laws. We may define for a fixed g eR 9 
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ROBERT E. HARTWIG AND JIANG LUH We may similarly define the corresponding local or global cancellation laws for external direct sums of principal right ideals: with an analogous result for the weak external cancellation laws.
Cfi(g): aR + bR = gR = cR + dR, a R~cR==>bR^ dR C'P(g): aR + bR^ gR ^ cR + dR, aR = cR => bR = dR Qf(g): aR + bR
It is always true that the external cancellation laws imply the corresponding internal cancellation laws, but the converse may not be true in general. When R is regular we may of course replace the ring elements in these laws by idempotents. By analogy to the above, we may define local and global internal and external cancellation laws for right ideals, and for right i?-modules. For example, and The latter type of cancellation law was used by Ehrlich [4] and reduces to C<i?(l), when applied to complemented (and hence principal) ideals in R.
If we consider ^(M) as a condition on the module M then it is implied by Fuchs' substitution property for right j?-modules, which states that the right ίJ-module M obeys the substitution property if
A + B = C + D and A = M=C, implies that for suitable module E, A + B = E + B = E + D.
Also, when considered as local conditions on A = M, it follows that (4.3) C:
x <=>C Before turning to our main comparison between finite and unit regular rings, let us first examine some of the interdependence between the above cancellation laws. First, it is clear that each cancellation law for modules implies the corresponding one for ideals which in turn implies the one for principal ideals. By analogy to the above, it is easily seen that for right Λ-modules with analogous implications for G*' and G*", and again C 3 ' and C 3 " being identical.
As mentioned earlier the internal laws for, say (principal) ideals, may not imply the corresponding external law. We do have however that for modules, (.47) Cί n -CΓ , with analogous results for G*' and Cz". It is exactly the equivalence of the internal and external laws which appears naturally in the study of regular rings. Lastly, if we take M = gR in the cancellation laws Gi' , ΐ = 1, 2, 3, then because of the much stronger condition we may conclude that
Indeed if, say, i = 1 all that is needed is that Q?(g) => il?(gR).
Therefore By analogy to the substitution property of [5] it can be shown that the cancellation law d is inherited by internal as well as external direct sums of modules obeying these laws.
We have now arrived at the following relationship between finiteness, unit regularity and these cancellation laws. 
Proof, (a)
. (1) <=> (2). This has been proven by Handelman [8] . Alternatively, the unit regularity of R 2X2 could be used to prove this.
(2) <=> (3). This follows from (1.3) on rewriting Ct x using idempotents.
(2) => (4) => ( R -11 4" J\ -ijί "T" e/2> ^1 = *2 : -e/i = e7" 2 for complemented right ideals, which reduces to C{? (1) . An alternative proof is obtained from Theorem 4 and Corollary 1 of [5] . Indeed, if R/bR = R/dR and we pick a, c such that aR + bR = R = cR + dR, then aR = cR. Hence by Cj?(l), δi? = di2, which by Corollary 1 of [5] ensures that R is unit regular.
The equivalence of the latter four parts was established in (4.8) .
(β) The equivalence of (l)- (4) is contained in Theorem 2, while the equivalence of (5)- (8) follows from (4.8) . Lastly, if Qf holds and eR = R = eR+ (1 -e)R, then e = 1 ensuring that i? is finite.
REMARK.
In his paper [8] , Handelman actually showed that unit regularity is equivalent to the external cancellation law Cf x for finitely generated projective modules. It is an open question whether finite regularity is equivalent to CΓ for modules of this type.
We close this section with a counterexample showing that the isomorphism inclusion law (3.4) as well as the external cancellation law Ci x may not be valid for non-principal right ideals in a unit regular ring. 5* Matrices over regular rings. In this section we shall give necessary and sufficient conditions for the matrix ring R 2X2 to be finite regular or unit regular. We shall need some preliminary results dealing with 2x2 matrices over a regular ring R. We begin by noting that (5.8) and (5.9) are, with aid of regularity, equivalent to and so aa + ^ a + a since always aa + -a + a. But the latter is locally equivalent to a being unit regular [12] , which is excluded by assumption. The structure of (5.10) should be compared with the representation R -aR 4-u(a°) , u a unit which is equivalent to a being unit regular [12] . We note in passing that none of the "obvious" choices for x seem to work. For example, x = 1 implies that a 2 R = aR, which if R is finite, ensures that a* exists so that a is unit regular. Let us now turn to unit regular rings. THEOREM We may replace the idempotents in Theorem 6 by arbitrary regular ring elements.
Our last result will be the converse of a theorem by Henriksen [13] . We remark that this result may also be obtained from Theorem 5 extended to R nXn , which is far less transparent however. 6* Conclusions* We have compared some of the properties of finite regular and unit regular rings, and have shown that both are
